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Contact Information
This booklet has been
designed to provide
information about the school
and to help pupils make the
most of all the opportunities
available.

HEALING
SCHOOL

A S ci en c e Acade my
Low Road
Healing
Grimsby
DN41 7QD

Telephone:
01472 502400

		

Fax:

01472 502401

Email:

office@healing-school.co.uk

Website:

www.healing-school.co.uk

Proud to be part of

You can visit our website for
more information and click on
the For Parents link.

School Staff
Leadership Team

Heads of Faculty

Principal: Mrs M Dewland
Vice Principal: Mrs C Gunn
Vice Principal: Mrs A Smith
Assistant Principals:
Mr R Burrows, Mr M Foster,
Mrs S Horner, Mr J Wakefield,
Acting Assistant Principal:
Mrs R Cooper

English: Mr L Hirst

Pastoral Team

Mathematics: Mrs R Cooper
Science: Miss N Crosby
Humanities: Mr N Chappel
Modern Foreign Languages:
Mrs N Bywater
Technology: Mrs H Watcham

Physical Education:
Vice Principal: Mrs C Gunn
Mr J Norman
Assistant Principal: Mrs S Horner
ICT: Mr D King
Learning Co-ordinator Yrs 10/11:
Music: Mrs R Moore
Mr D Goodwin
PHSCE/Careers and Enterprise
Learning Co-ordinator Yr9:								
Co-ordinator:
Mrs S Plant
Miss N Henshall
Acting Learning Co-ordinator Yr9:
Mr M Dent
Learning Co-ordinator Yrs 7/8:							
Mr J Blockley
SENDCO: Mrs S Hall
Inclusion & Pastoral Manager:							
Mrs D Barnard - Yrs 10/11
Pastoral Manager:
Mrs C Mitchell - Yrs 8/9
Attendance & Pastoral Manager:
Mrs C Hanley - Yr 7
Pupil Counsellor/
Child Protection Officer:
Mrs N Hallatt Peart

Curriculum
Intent:
A broad and balanced curriculum
is at the heart of the school’s
curriculum intent along with
a strong culture of academic
ambition.

Organisation
Implementation:
The school’s curriculum is
implemented as follows:
• A broad and balanced
curriculum at Key Stage Three
builds foundations across
subject areas
• Pupils are guided in order for
them to make informed choices
about their individual learning
pathways at the end of Year 9.
The curriculum remains broad
and balanced at Key Stage Four
and there is strong take up of
the EBacc route.
• Specialist teachers use a range
of innovative strategies using
research based techniques in
order to support pupils’ learning
• An effective SRE programme
is followed at both key stages.
(Please note that withdrawal
from sex education may be
requested by parents in writing
as necessary).
• Links with other schools,
including post 16 providers are
well established.
Impact:
As a result of the broad and
balanced curriculum, achievement
is historically very high and the
school ensures that pupils are well
prepared for their next stage of
education.

Subjects
For information about all of the
subjects you will be studying,
please visit our website at
www.healing-school.co.uk.
English & Performing Arts
(English, Drama & Music)
Humanities (Geography, History,
Religious Studies)
Maths
Computer Science
Science
Physical Education
Modern Foreign Languages
(French, German and Spanish)
Technology (Design Technology,
Art, Food Preparation & Nutrition)
PSHCE
(Personal, Social, Health and
Citizenship Education)

Homework
All pupils are expected to do
homework on a regular basis.
A homework journal is provided
for all pupils and serves as a
communication channel between
school and parents/carers
concerning homework. As a
consequence, we ask parents to
sign this each week.

Special Curricular
Arrangements
Pupils who have learning
difficulties are supported in
mainstream education. This
support may be a teacher
assigned to help an individual
pupil or small group, a teaching
assistant, special materials or a
combination of these. In a very
small number of cases, a pupil
may have complex difficulties
that means he or she needs
to be withdrawn from lessons
and given even more individual
help. However, the aim is to give
pupils the skills and confidence
needed to cope with mainstream
education as required by the
2001 Education Act.
The senior member of staff
responsible for the school’s
arrangements for identifying and
meeting the special needs of
pupils is the Special Educational
Needs Co-ordinator (SENDCO),
Mrs S Hall.

Extra Curricular
Activities
All pupils are encouraged to
participate in additional activities.
Examples include: Sports,
Performing Arts, recreational
events, or getting involved in
either charity or community
projects.
Please see further details in the
adjacent column.

Sports
The PE department at Healing
School provide opportunities
for pupils to take part in a wide
range of sporting activities and
competitions.
Performing Arts
Dance workshops, carol
concerts, singing festivals, school
productions, performance poetry,
music workshops and music
festivals.
Curriculum
‘Girls into Engineering’, LOR Maths
Challenge, Business and Enterprise
Challenge, together with French
and Geography trips.
Community
Charity fundraising events,
Grandparents’ afternoon.
Pastoral
The team ensures all pupils
achieve their personal best by:
• monitoring progress closely
• providing personalised support,
for example:
- activities for effective transition
into year 7
- mentoring pupils who need
additional support
• promoting a structured 		
learning environment within a safe
and friendly atmosphere
• recognising and celebrating
achievement, including 		
academic, sporting and 		
performing arts.

Tutor Groups

Pupil Groupings

Pupils are placed into tutor
groups according to their year
groups. These are divided into
either seven or eight groups
with approximately 27 pupils in
total. The tutors are supported
and led by Mr Blockley, our Key
Stage 3 Learning Co-ordinator,
who monitors the progress and
wellbeing of our pupils in years
7 and 8. Similarly, in Year 9, tutor
groups are supported by Mrs
Plant (Year 9 Learning
Co-ordinator) and Mr Goodwin
(Key Stage 4 Learning Coordinator) leads the Year 10 and
Year 11tutor teams.

Pupil are grouped in one of two
bands of ability for some subject
areas at Key Stage Three. Further
setting systems are in place for
subjects such as Maths, Science
and English. The placing of pupils
within these bands is decided
on a range of factors including
cognitive ability tests, Key Stage 2
teacher assessments results and
the outcome of discussions with
the Primary School regarding the
levels of ability.
The groups within each band
are, in general, taught in a
similar manner. Through regular
assessments and the monitoring
of pupils’ progress throughout
both key stages, the placing of
pupils within a particular group
remains under review in order to
ensure the best possible learning
journey for each pupil.

Pupil Progress
Pupils’ learning targets, their
strengths and weaknesses, are
well documented by the School’s
assessment system. Summative
copies of these documents are
sent to parents. Every pupil will
get two Interim Reports and a
Final Report during the year.
All pupils are assessed regularly
through class work, homework,
internal assessments and by
scheduled external ‘public’
assessment. Details of the
performance of each pupil is
held by the teacher in each
subject and also stored centrally
on the school network for
subject, faculty and wholeschool access.
Pupils in KS3 are assessed
formally at three points in each
academic year and five times
a year at KS4. The results of
these test based assessments
are recorded via the School’s
Management Information
System and this data is then
shared three times a year
with pupils, parents and staff
through an ‘Interim Report’ sheet
which includes an indication
of the current level/grade of
attainment in relation to National
Curriculum/GCSE (or equivalent)
criteria, and a Target level/
grade indicating the National
Curriculum/GCSE level the

teacher believes the pupil is
capable of achieving by the end
of the key stage. In addition,
parents are informed of a pupils
potential grade which is the
grade a pupil may be able to
achieve based on their KS2 data.
There is also a grade awarded
for effort, to reflect the pupil’s
own level of input towards
progression within the subject.
The third and final report of each
academic year also contains a
written statement from the form
tutor.
In Year 11 there are three
assessments, one of which is
an interim report following the
mock examinations and there is
a final report prior to the external
examinations in the summer.
The results of the external
examinations are then released
to pupils on the national ‘results
release day’.
Parents’ Evenings are held for
each year group once per year.
At these events, parents (and
pupils) are able to meet with
pupils’ subject teachers and
discuss progress and any issues
as appropriate.

Discipline
The emphasis is on the highest
standards of work and behaviour.
The school has a well-defined
Code of Conduct, see below:
In the case of minor
infringements, pupils may be set
extra work at break or lunch by
the class teacher. Cases of serious
misconduct may be dealt with
by periods of inclusion outside
the classroom and/or detention.
Detentions may be held on any
night and are for the duration of
one hour (one and a half hours
in the case of a main school
detention). Detention letters
are emailed home. The email
will inform parents of the pupil’s
misconduct and if parents wish
they are very welcome to contact
the school to discuss incidents
relating to the detention.
Parents are always given 24 hours’
notice prior to a detention. In the
exceptional circumstances of very
serious misconduct, a pupil may
be excluded from school. Should
such action prove necessary,
parents will be notified by letter
and they will be asked to meet the
Principal or a senior member of
staff for a re-integration meeting.

The Anti Bullying
Contract
Everyone is entitled to feel safe
and happy. Therefore Healing
School will not tolerate hurtful
behaviour towards others.
Bullying is unacceptable, our
anti-bullying contract states;
1 I will treat all my fellow pupils
as I would like to be treated.
2 I will not hurt another pupil
physically or verbally.
3 I will not deliberately
intimidate another pupil either
in person or by using electronic
communication e.g. Cyber
Bullying.
4 I understand that action will be
taken if I do not abide by 1, 2 & 3.
5 I will do my best to help any
pupil who is being hurt by other
pupils.
There is a loose copy of this
contract in the pupil pack, please
complete and sign, and then
return to your child’s tutor.

Code of Conduct
The one rule for all of us in school is:

Everyone will act
with courtesy and
consideration to others at
all times.
This means that:
1 You always try to understand
other people's point of view.
2 In class you make it as easy as
possible for everyone to learn
and for the teacher to teach.
This means arriving on time with
everything you need for that
lesson; beginning and ending
the lesson in a courteous and
orderly way; listening carefully;
following instructions; helping
each other when appropriate
and being quiet and sensible at
all times.
3 You move gently and quietly
around the school. This means
never running, barging or
shouting, but being ready to help
by opening doors, standing back
to let people pass and helping
carry things. In crowded areas,
please keep to the left.

4 You always speak politely to
everyone (even if you feel bad
tempered!) and use a low voice.
Shouting is always discourteous.
5 You are silent whenever you
are required to be.
6 You keep the school
clean and tidy so that it is a
welcoming place we can all be
proud of. This means putting
litter in bins, keeping walls and
furniture clean and unmarked
and taking great care of the
displays, particularly of other
people's work.
7 When out of school, either
walking locally or out with a
school group, you should always
remember that the school’s
reputation depends on the way
you behave.

Home-School Contract
for Pupils’ Good
Behaviour
It is a policy of this school that:
All individuals at Healing School
are encouraged to develop their
full potential in a well-structured,
caring, supportive, and selfdisciplined environment.
The school will contribute to
achieving this aim by:
• preventing all indiscipline
throughout the school with
the concerted effort of staff
in partnership with parents
• allowing teachers to teach
the whole class rather than
dealing with the indiscipline
of one or two. The school’s
policies are drawn up to
avoid the disruption of
teaching and learning caused
by a minority
• ensuring that rewards and
sanctions are appropriate
throughout the school
and that parents are fully
informed about all aspects
of their child’s behaviour and
progress
• Advising pupils to keep safe
in all aspects of life, including
online safety.

The pupils will contribute to
achieving this aim by:
• following the code of
conduct which is published
in the pupil handbook
• acting with courtesy and
consideration to others at all
times
• attending all lessons with
the intention of making it
easy for everyone to learn
and the teacher to teach
• moving around the school in
a quiet and mature way
• complying with the school
rules relating to uniform,
make-up, jewellery and
mobile phones
• looking after the school
environment, displays,
furniture and buildings
• remembering that the
school’s reputation depends
on the way they behave.
• Using social networking
sites responsibly and
refraining from any negative
discussions about individuals
(both pupils and adults) in
this manner. Any concerns
about individuals should be
passed to the Pastoral Team
or the Leadership Team
immediately.

The parents can contribute to
achieving this aim by:
• supporting the school’s code
of conduct and sanctions,
including detentions
• contacting the school
promptly to inform of any
concerns which may arise
• disapproving of negative
behaviour and celebrating
their child’s successes
• ensuring that their child
complies with the school’s
rules relating to uniform,
make-up, jewellery and
mobile phones
• providing a note of
explanation relating to any
periods of absence
• checking on their child’s
homework and signing their
journal weekly
• considering the school’s
point of view as well as their
child’s
• Refraining from using social
networking sites to discuss
sensitive issues relating to
the school. Any concerns
or complaints about the
school, or a member of
staff, please contact the
school immediately. The
school’s formal complaint
process can be found on the
website.

Welfare at School
Dining Arrangements
The dining rooms operate a
cafeteria system with a choice
of menu provided by our
contracted catering company
“Mellors”.
School lunches have a wide and
varied selection to choose from.
A meal deal currently costs £2.30
and provides a nutritious and
balanced main meal and
dessert/drink.

Pupils with free meal
entitlement will be automatically
credited each day with the value
of the meal. Go to the section
on our website or contact the
school for more information.
The tutor requires a letter from
parents to inform them that
they wish their son/daughter to
bring a packed meal. If a packed
meal is brought into school, it
must be consumed in the dining
area. Drinks may be brought for
lunchtime consumption but
they must be in an unbreakable
container; glass bottles must not
be brought into school.
Pupils are not allowed to leave
the premises during the lunch
break.
Chewing gum, sweets and
fizzy drinks must not be
brought into school.

Cashless Catering
System

Travelling to School
Cycling

Healing School operates a
Cashless Catering System for
school lunches.
You child’s biometric details
will be taken on the first day of
the new term, once you have
provided written confirmation
that this is permissible. Built
into the Cashless Catering
system is an overdraft facility.
This allows for a pupil to go up
to the cost of one meal deal
overdrawn, should their balance
be insufficient to pay for their
lunch. They will be informed of
this by the till operator, but will
be allowed to take a lunch.

Pupils are encouraged to cycle
to school. The school has two
secure cycle bays. Be respectful
to other cycle path and road
users. Pupils should always wear
a cycle helmet.

Methods of Payment
•

•
•

ParentPay
Parents may make payments
by:
cash or cheque using the
PayPoint network at local
convenience stores
ParentPay online using your
credit or debit card.

School Bus Routine
Transport to and from school
is organised by the Local
Education Office. Pupils are
allocated on to specific buses
and no changes should take
place without prior permission.
Pick up:
• Laceby coaches at 8.05 am*
• Keelby coach at 8.05 am*
• Stallingborough at 8.10 am*
*This can be subject to change
It is imperative to impress on
pupils the need for great care
when waiting for, or leaving
school buses and pupil transport
buses.
• Pupils should not cross the
road immediately in front of
or behind the bus, but move
further down the road where
they can see and be seen.
• Pupils should not play
games of any kind whilst
waiting for buses.
• Seatbelts are fitted in all
coaches, so pupils should
use them!

Late Bus
If the School Bus does not arrive
in the morning, or is extremely
late, a prefect will telephone the
school by 8.30 a.m. The pupils
will then be sent home, (or to a
friend's house) to await a second
bus which will leave the starting
point at 9.00 a.m. calling at all the
known stops.

Cars
Parents who drop off pupils by
car are requested to use the car
park at the front of the school, as
the other one is used for buses
and staff parking. They are also
requested to be patient and to
keep the flow of cars moving
whenever possible. The car parks
through the staff entrance are
not to be used and a barrier
system is in operation at the
end of the school day. Please
also note that in the interests of
safety, it is not possible to enter
the front of school at the end of
the school day. In exceptional
cases, such as a pupil’s reduced
mobility, a pass may be issued
and this must be formally
requested via the school office
and agreed via the pastoral team.

Personal Equipment
All items should be clearly
marked. A strong, serviceable
bag suitable for books, sports
equipment, etc. is required.
Writing equipment should
include a selection of pens, a
ruler, pencils and, if possible, a
simple geometry set. A scientific
calculator will be needed in
many areas.
Smart watches such as Apple
watches, MP3 players and other
electronic devices are NOT
permitted. Your child must leave
their mobile switched off at
the mobile phone collection
point in the East Hall Annexe on
arrival to school in the morning.
Phones may be collected at the
end of the school day. Mobile
phones or other electrical items
will be confiscated if these
arrangements are not followed
and pupils will be issued with an
after-school detention. Parents
will also be requested to collect
the items from the school
reception.
In exceptional circumstances,
if valuable items have to
be brought (with parental
permission) into school, they
must be logged with the office
staff at the mobile phone
collection point in the New
Hall Annexe, in the morning.
Responsibility cannot be taken
for money or valuables left

in cloakrooms or classrooms.
Unnecessary money should
not be brought to school.
No insurance cover is provided
for pupils’ property, valuables
or money lost due to fire,
vandalism or theft.

First Aid
This is under the supervision
of the School Health & Welfare
Assistant. Any pupil who
needs to take medication
of any kind at school must
inform the Assistant first thing
in the morning. Under no
circumstances must a pupil
accept medication from
any other pupil at school.
Medication brought to school
should be clearly labelled with
the pupil’s name and dosage
instructions. The school is
unable to administer painkilling
medication (e.g. paracetamol,
aspirin) without dated, written
consent from parents or a
doctor, which must be sent in
with the medication.
Pupils suffering from asthma
should carry their inhaler at
all times. A duplicate inhaler
should be deposited with the
Health & Welfare Assistant.
Parents are requested to notify
the school as soon as they are
aware of any infectious disease
being contracted by their child.

Attendance
We require all absences from
school to be initially confirmed
by a telephone call from parents
or carers to the school office on
the first day of absence. When
a pupil returns to school, we
also require a written note from
parents/carers to confirm the
reason for the absence.
Unless there are exceptional
circumstances , appointments
should be made out of
school hours. If a pupil has an
appointment with a doctor/
dentist etc, they should have
proof of the appointment and a
note in their journal confirming
the date and time, signed by
their tutor, and then show it
at Pupil Reception when they
leave. Please ensure your child
attends school in the morning if
the appointment is later in the
day.
Health and safety requirements
state that a pupil must inform
Pupil Reception if they enter
or leave the school at any time
during the school day.

By law, it is the school that
authorises attendance. The
School will usually authorise
absence for illness provided a
note is received. However, if a
pupil takes time off for such
events as a pop concert, football
match, shopping or birthday
treat, then this is regarded as an
unauthorised absence.
If a pupil is absent from school,
without permission during the
school day, they will be regarded
as a truant.

Attendance at School
and Holidays
The school adheres to the
Government’s Attendance
Regulations. This means
that holidays should NOT be
arranged during term time. The
school cannot now authorise
any term time holidays. Should
parents decide to withdraw
their child for a family holiday
resulting in poor attendance in
school, they may be prosecuted.
However, in exceptional
circumstances, these may be
authorised at the discretion of
the Principal, in line with the
school’s attendance policy. It
must be pointed out though,
that any absence from school
can greatly affect your child’s
progress and has been clearly
linked to underachievement.
Absence, therefore, should be
avoided wherever possible and
should not be taken at all during
external examinations.

School Day

Term Dates 2021-22

Please see below details of a
typical school day.
08.10 Prior to this, pupils should
not be in school
08.30 Instruction bell to move
to tutor base
08.35 Registration
08.40 Morning assembly or
tutorial period.
08.55 Period 1
09.55 Period 2
10.55 Morning Break. All pupils
go to the play areas. When wet,
pupils will go to allocated areas.
11.10 Period 3
12.10 Lunchtime break
13.05 Instruction bell to move
to Period 4
13.10 Period 4 (includes
registration)
14.10 End of Period 4 –
changeover time
14.15 Period 5
15.15 End of school day.
		
		
		

Autumn				
Term 1
		
Open: Monday 6th September 2021
Close: Friday 22nd October 2021
Term 2 			
Open: Monday 1st November 2021
Close: Friday 17th December 2021
Spring 			
Term 3 			
Open: Wednesday 5th January 2022
Close: Friday 11th February 2022
Term 4 			
Open: Monday 21st February 2022
Close: Friday 1st April 2022
Summer
Term 5 			
Open: Tuesday 19 th April 2022
Close: Friday 27th May 2022
Term 6 			
Open: Monday 6th June 2022
Close: Friday 22nd July 2022
Additional Closures:
May Day Bank Holiday:
Monday 2nd May 2022

Appearance
School uniform must be worn
at all times in school, on school
visits and outside activities
unless other arrangements are
specifically made with staff.
Pupils must not wear rings,
earrings, wristbands or jewellery
of any kind, other than a wristwatch. A plain dark hair-slide,
clip or hair band is acceptable,
but the multitude of elaborate
hair ornaments are not.
On health and safety grounds,
studs or sleepers will not be
permitted, even if covered by a
plaster; so any piercing of ears
etc. will need to be done at the
start of a long holiday. Items
will be confiscated if this is not
adhered to and parents will be
requested to collect them.

Hairstyles deemed inappropriate
for school and the learning
environment are as follows:
• less than a number two
cut is not acceptable as an
entire style or as part of a
hair style
• extremes of style or
unnatural colour
• marked contrast in hair
length or colour.
Long hair should be tied back
in any practical situations, such
as science or technology rooms.
Long hair must not cover pupils’
eyes, for health and safety
reasons.
Facial hair should be shaved
as and when appropriate.
Cultivated beards or
moustaches will not be
accepted.
Make-up, nail varnish, acrylic
nails and false eye-lashes are
also considered inappropriate
for pupils.

Boys’ Uniform
General Uniform

Boys’ Uniform

Blazer:
Black with School Badge
(See NB below)
Tie:
School Tie
(available in School)
N.B. 				
1. Please note that closely fitted
or fashion jackets are not
acceptable.
2. A sew-on badge for the
blazer is compulsory and can be
purchased from the school
office.

Shirt: 				
White (a plain white t-shirt may
be worn beneath)
Trousers:
		
Trousers for boys should be plain
black and tailored; not ‘skinny’
style or with turn ups. Black
skinny jeans, or jean 		
style, bootleg or flares are also
not permitted and must be 		
worn off the ground.
Belt: 				
Plain Black
Socks: 		
Black
Shoes:
Plain Black (leather or leather
look).
Soft canvas shoes, boots, high
heels or trainers are not
permitted and shoes with logos
or additions are also not 		
acceptable.

Girls’ Uniform
General Uniform

Girls’ Uniform

Blazer:
Black with School Badge
(See NB below)
Tie:
School Tie
(available in School)
N.B. 				
1. Please note that closely fitted
or fashion jackets are not
acceptable.
2. A sew-on badge for the
blazer is compulsory and can be
purchased from the school
office.

Skirt: 		
Skirts must be of an
appropriate length (touching
the knee), plain black, tailored
or pleated, not made from a
stretchy material.
Trousers:
		
Trousers for girls should be
plain black and tailored;
not ‘skinny’ style or with turn
ups. Black skinny jeans,
jean style, bootleg or flares are
also not permitted and must
be worn off the ground.
Blouse: 			
White, shirt style
Socks:				
Black with trousers, white if
worn with skirt
Tights: 			
Neutral colours or black
(optional)
Shoes:				
Plain Black (leather or leather
look). Soft canvas shoes, boots,
high heels or trainers are not
permitted and shoes with
bows or additions are also not
acceptable.

Boys’ Sport Kit
Compulsory
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

White polo style top with
black side panels and
HEALING SCHOOL logo
Black track suit bottoms
(thin white strip acceptable)
Black plain shorts
Black rugby shirt with gold
side panels
Shin pads
Sports trainers (no plimsolls
or canvas ‘fashion’ shoes
such as ‘Vans’ or ‘Converse’
are allowed)
Football boots for hockey/
football
Yellow football/hockey socks
(winter)
Plain white short sports
socks (summer)

If in any doubt about colours,
or styles, please check with the
School before purchasing any
items. Several local retailers
stock our uniform and uniform
items.
Parents may purchase items
of uniform from the retailer
of their choice, provided the
items purchased conform
to the School’s colours and
styles. It is a deliberate policy
of the school to keep the
uniform requirements simple
and straightforward in order to
allow parents to shop around
and obtain best value for their
money.

Girls’ Sports Kit
Compulsory
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

White polo style top with
black side panels and
HEALING SCHOOL logo
Black track suit bottoms
(thin white strip acceptable)
Black plain shorts
Black zipped, non-hooded
top with HEALING SCHOOL
logo and gold lettering
Shin pads
Sports trainers (no plimsolls
or canvas ‘fashion’ shoes
such as ‘Vans’ or ‘Converse’
are allowed)
Football boots for hockey/
football
Yellow football/hockey socks
(winter)
Plain white short sports
socks (summer)

If in any doubt about colours,
or styles, please check with the
School before purchasing any
items. Several local retailers
stock our uniform and uniform
items.
Parents may purchase items
of uniform from the retailer
of their choice, provided the
items purchased conform
to the School’s colours and
styles. It is a deliberate policy
of the school to keep the
uniform requirements simple
and straightforward in order to
allow parents to shop around
and obtain best value for their
money.

HEALING
SCHOOL

A S ci en c e Acade my
Low Road
Healing
Grimsby
DN41 7QD

Telephone:
01472 502400

		

Fax:

01472 502401

Email:

office@healing-school.co.uk

Website:

www.healing-school.co.uk
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